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CHAPTER 7

RULES IN PRODUCTION SYSTEMS
■
■
■

We have seen from our work on Horn clauses and procedural systems
in previous chapters that the concept of an if–then conditional or rule—if
P is true then Q is true—is central to knowledge representation. Whereas
the semantics of the logical formula (P ⊃ Q) is simple and clear, it suggests
that a rule of this sort is no more than a form of disjunction: Either P is
false or Q is true. However, as we saw in Chapter 6, from a reasoning
point of view we can look at these rules in different ways. In particular,
a rule can be understood procedurally as either
■

moving from assertions of P to assertions of Q, or

■

moving from goals of Q to goals of P.

We can think of these two cases this way:
(assert P) ⇒ (assert Q)
(goal Q) ⇒ (goal P).
Although both of these arise from the same connection between P and
Q, they emphasize the difference between focusing on asserting facts
and seeking the satisfaction of goals. We usually call the two types of
reasoning that they suggest
■

data-directed reasoning, that is, reasoning from P to Q, and

■

goal-directed reasoning, that is, reasoning from Q to P.
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Data-directed reasoning might be most appropriate in a database-like
setting, when assertions are made and it is important to follow the
implications of those assertions. Goal-directed reasoning might be most
appropriate in a problem-solving situation, where a desired result is
clear and the means to achieve that result—the logical foundations for
a conclusion—are sought.
Quite separately, we can also distinguish the mechanical direction of
the computation. Forward-chaining computations follow the “⇒” in the
forward direction, independent of the emphasis on assertion or goal.
Backward-chaining reasoning goes in the other direction. While the latter
is almost always oriented toward goal-directed reasoning and the former
toward data-directed reasoning, these associations are not exclusive. For
example, using the notation of Chapter 6, we might imagine procedures
of the following sort:
■

(proc if-added (myGoal Q) … (assert (myGoal P)) …)

■

(proc if-needed (myAssert P) … (goal (myAssert Q)) …)

In the former case, we use forward chaining to do a form of goal-directed
reasoning: (myGoal Q) is a formula to be read as saying that Q is a goal; if
this is ever asserted (that is, if we ever ﬁnd out that Q is indeed a goal),
we might then assert that P is also a goal. In a complementary way, the
latter case illustrates a way to use backward chaining to do a form of datadirected reasoning: (myAssert P) is a formula to be read as saying that P is
an assertion in the database; if this is ever a goal (that is, if we ever want
to assert P in the database), we might then also have the goal of asserting
Q in the database. This latter example suggests how it is possible, for
example, to do data-directed reasoning in PROLOG, a backward-chaining
system.
In the rest of this chapter, we examine a new formalism, production
systems, that is used extensively in practical applications and emphasizes forward chaining over rules as a way of reasoning. We will see
examples where the reasoning is data-directed, and others where it is
goal-directed. Applications built using production systems are often called
rule-based systems as a way of highlighting the emphasis on rules in the
underlying knowledge representation.

7.1

PRODUCTION SYSTEMS: BASIC OPERATION
A production system is a forward-chaining reasoning system that uses
rules of a certain form called production rules (or simply, productions)
as its representation of general knowledge.1 A production system keeps
1 Many variants have been proposed; the version we present here is representative.
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an ongoing memory of assertions in what is called its working memory
(WM). The WM is like a database, but more volatile; it is constantly
changing during the operation of the system.
A production rule is a two-part structure comprising an antecedent set
of conditions and a consequent set of actions. We usually write a rule in
this form:
IF conditions THEN actions
The antecedent conditions are tests to be applied to the current state of
the WM. The consequent actions are a set of actions that modify the WM.
The basic operation of a production system is a cycle of three steps that
repeats until no more rules are applicable to the WM, at which point the
system halts. The three parts of the cycle are as follows:
1. recognize: ﬁnd which rules are applicable, that is, those rules whose
antecedent conditions are satisﬁed by the current working memory;
2. resolve conﬂict: among the rules found in the ﬁrst step (called
a conﬂict set), choose which of the rules should “ﬁre,” that is, get
a chance to execute;
3. act: change the working memory by performing the consequent
actions of all the rules selected in the second step.
As stated, this cycle repeats until no more rules can ﬁre.

7.2

WORKING MEMORY
Working memory is composed of a set of working memory elements
(WMEs). Each WME is a tuple of the form,
(type attribute1 : value1 . . . attributen : valuen ),
where type, attributei , and valuei are all atoms. Here are some examples
of WMEs:
■

(person age: 27 home: toronto)

■

(goal task: putDown importance: 5 urgency: 1)

■

(student name: john department: computerScience)

Declaratively, we understand each WME as an existential sentence:
∃x [ type(x) ∧ attribute1 (x) = value1 ∧ attribute2 (x) = value2 ∧ . . .
∧ attributen (x) = valuen ].
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Note that the individual about whom the assertion is made is not explicitly
identiﬁed in a WME. If we choose to do so, we can identify individuals
by using an attribute that is expected to be unique for the individual. For
example, we might use a WME of the form (person identiﬁer: 777-55-1234
name: janeDoe …). Note also that the order of attributes in a WME is not
signiﬁcant.
These example WMEs represent objects in an obvious way. Relationships among objects can be handled by reiﬁcation.2 For example,
something like
(basicFact relation: olderThan ﬁrstArg: john secondArg: mary)

might be used to say that John is older than Mary.

7.3

PRODUCTION RULES
As mentioned, the antecedent of a production rule is a set of conditions.
If there is more than one condition, they are understood conjunctively,
that is, they all have to be true for the rule to be applicable. Each condition can be positive or negative (negative conditions will be expressed as
−cond), and the body of each is a tuple of this form:
(type attribute1 : speciﬁcation1 . . . attributek : speciﬁcationk ),
where each speciﬁcation is one of the following:
■

an atom,

■

a variable,

■

an evaluable expression, within “[ ],”

■

a test, within “{ },”

■

the conjunction (∧), disjunction (∨), or negation (¬) of a speciﬁcation.

Here are two examples of rule conditions:
(person age: [n + 4] occupation: x)
This condition is satisﬁed if there is a WME whose type is person
and whose age attribute is exactly n + 4, where n is speciﬁed elsewhere.
2 The technique of encoding n-ary relationships using reiﬁed objects and a collection of

unary functions was discussed in Section 3.7.
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The result binds the occupation value to x, if x is not already bound; if x is
already bound, then the occupation value in the WME needs to be the same
as the value of x.
−(person age: {< 23 ∧ > 6})
This condition is satisﬁed if there is no WME in the WM whose type is
person and whose age value is between 6 and 23.

Now we can be more precise about the applicability of rules: A rule
is considered applicable if there are values for all the variables in the
rule such that all the antecedent conditions are satisﬁed by the current
WM. A positive condition is satisﬁed if there is a matching WME in
the WM; a negative condition is satisﬁed if there is no matching WME.
A WME matches a condition if the types are identical and for each
attribute/speciﬁcation pair mentioned in the condition there is a corresponding attribute/value pair in the WME, where the value matches the
speciﬁcation (under the given assignment of variables) in the obvious way.
The matching WME may have attributes that are not mentioned in the
condition.
Note that for a negated condition there must be no element in the
entire WM that matches it. This interpretation is negation as failure, as in
PROLOG-type systems (see Chapter 5). We do not need to prove that such a
WME could never exist in WM—it just has to be the case that no matching
WME can be found at the time the rule is checked for applicability.
The consequent sides of production rules are treated a little differently.
They have a strictly procedural interpretation, all of the actions in the
consequent are to be executed in sequence, and each action is one of the
following:
■

ADD pattern: this means that a new WME speciﬁed by pattern is
added directly to the WM.

■

REMOVE i: i is an integer, and this means to remove (completely) from WM the WME that matched the i-th condition in
the antecedent of the rule. This construct is not applicable if that
condition was negative.

■

MODIFY i (attribute speciﬁcation): this means to modify the WME
that matched the i-th condition in the antecedent by replacing
its current value for attribute by speciﬁcation. MODIFY is also not
applicable to negative conditions.

Note that in the ADD and MODIFY actions, any variables that appear
refer to the values obtained when matching the antecedent of the rule.
For example, the following rule might be used in an ordinary logical
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reasoning situation:
IF (student name: x) THEN ADD (person name: x)
In other words, if there is a WME of type student, with any name (and
bind that name to x), then add to WM an element of type person with
the same name. This is a production rule version of the conditional
∀x (Student(x) ⊃ Person(x)), here used in a data-directed way. This conditional could also be handled in a very different way with a user-deﬁned
assertion type and a rule like this:
IF (assertion predicate: student)
THEN MODIFY 1 (predicate person)
In this case, we lose the original fact stated in terms of student and replace
it with one using the predicate person.
The following example implements a simple database update. It
assumes that some rule has added a WME of type birthday to the WM
at the right time:
IF (person age: x name: n) (birthday who: n)
THEN MODIFY 1 (age [x + 1])
REMOVE 2
Note that when the WME with the person’s age is changed, the birthday
WME is removed, so that the rule will not ﬁre a second time.
The REMOVE action is also used on occasion to deal with control information. We might use a WME of type control to indicate what phase of
a computation we are in. This can be initialized in the following way:
IF (starting)
THEN REMOVE 1
ADD (control phase: 1)
We could subsequently change phases of control with something like this:
IF (control phase: x) . . . other appropriate conditions . . .
THEN MODIFY 1 (phase [x + 1])

7.4

A FIRST EXAMPLE
In order to illustrate a production system in action, we consider the
following task. We have three bricks, each of different size, sitting in
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a heap. We have three identiﬁable positions in which we want to place
the bricks with a robotic “hand”; call these positions 1, 2, and 3. Our goal
is to place the bricks in those positions in order of their size, with the
largest in position 1 and the smallest in position 3.
Assume that when we begin, working memory has the following
elements:
(counter value: 1)
(brick name: A size: 10 position: heap)
(brick name: B size: 30 position: heap)
(brick name: C size: 20 position: heap)
In this case, the desired outcome is brick B in position 1, brick C in
position 2, and brick A in position 3.
We can achieve our goal with two production rules that work with any
number of bricks. The ﬁrst one will place the largest currently available
brick in the hand, and the other one will place the brick currently in the
hand into the next position, going through the positions sequentially:
1. IF (brick position: heap name: n size: s)
−(brick position: heap size: {> s})
−(brick position: hand)
THEN MODIFY 1 (position hand)
In other words, if there is a brick in the heap, and there is no bigger
brick in the heap, and there is nothing currently in the hand, put the
brick in the hand.
2. IF (brick position: hand)
(counter value: i)
THEN MODIFY 1 (position i)
MODIFY 2 (value [i + 1])
When there is a brick in the hand, this rule places it in the next
position in sequence given by the counter, and increments the
counter.
In this example, no conﬂict resolution is necessary, because only one rule
can ﬁre at a time: The second rule requires there to be a brick in the hand,
and the ﬁrst rule requires there to be none.
It is fairly simple to trace the series of rule ﬁrings and actions in this
example. Recall that when we start, all bricks are in the heap and none
are in the hand. The counter is initially set to 1.
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1. Rule 2 is not applicable, since no brick is in the hand. Rule 1 attempts
to match each of the three WMEs of type brick in WM, but only
succeeds for brick B, because it is the only one for which no larger
brick exists in the heap. When Rule 1 matches, n is bound to B and
s to 30. The result of this rule’s ﬁring, then, is the modiﬁcation of
the brick B WME to be the following:
(brick name: B size: 30 position: hand)
2. Now that there is a brick in the hand, Rule 1 cannot ﬁre. Rule 2 is
applicable, with i being bound to 1. Rule 2’s ﬁring results in two
modiﬁcations, one to the brick B WME (position now becomes 1) and
one to the counter WME:
(brick name: B size: 30 position: 1)
(counter value: 2)
3. Brick B no longer has its position as the heap, so now Rule 1 matches
on brick C, whose position is modiﬁed as a result:
(brick name: C size: 20 position: hand)
4. In a step similar to step 2, Rule 2 causes brick C to now be in position
2 and the counter to be reset to 3:
(brick name: C size: 20 position: 2)
(counter value: 3)
5. Now A is the only brick left in the heap, so Rule 1 matches its WME
and moves it to the hand:
(brick name: A size: 10 position: hand)
6. Rule 2 ﬁres again, this time moving brick A to position 3:
(brick name: A size: 10 position: 3)
(counter value: 4)
7. Now that there are no bricks in either the heap or the hand, neither
Rule 1 nor Rule 2 is applicable. The system halts, with the ﬁnal
conﬁguration of WM as follows:
(counter value: 4)
(brick name: A size: 10 position: 3)
(brick name: B size: 30 position: 1)
(brick name: C size: 20 position: 2)

7.5 A Second Example
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A SECOND EXAMPLE
Next we look at an example of a slightly more complex computation that
is easy to do with production systems; we present a set of rules that computes how many days there are in any given year. In this example, working
memory will have two simple control elements in it. (wantDays year: n) will
be our starting point and express the fact that our goal is to calculate the
number of days in the year n. The WME (hasDays days: m) will express the
result when the computation is ﬁnished. Finally, we will use a WME of
type year to break the year down into its value mod 4, mod 100, and mod
400. Here are the ﬁve rules that capture the problem:
1. IF (wantDays year: n)
THEN REMOVE 1
ADD (year mod4: [n%4] mod100: [n%100] mod400: [n%400])
2. IF (year mod400: 0)
THEN REMOVE 1
ADD (hasDays days: 366)
3. IF (year mod100: 0 mod400: { = 0})
THEN REMOVE 1
ADD (hasDays days: 365)
4. IF (year mod4: 0 mod100: { = 0})
THEN REMOVE 1
ADD (hasDays days: 366)
5. IF (year mod4: {= 0})
THEN REMOVE 1
ADD (hasDays days: 365)
This rule set is structured in a typical way for goal-directed reasoning.
The ﬁrst rule initializes WM with the key values for a year that will
lead to the calculation of the length of the year in days. Once it ﬁres,
it removes the wantDays WME and is never applicable again. Each of
the other four rules check for their applicable conditions, and once
one of them ﬁres, it removes the year WME, so the entire system
halts. Each antecedent expresses a condition that only it can match,
so again no conﬂict resolution is needed. The order of the rules is also
irrelevant.
It is easy to see how this rule set works. If the input is 2000, then we
start with (wantDays year: 2000) in WM. The ﬁrst rule ﬁres, which then
adds to WM the WME, (year mod4: 0 mod100: 0 mod400: 0). This matches
only Rule 2, yielding (hasDays days: 366) at the end. If the input is 1900,
the ﬁrst rule adds the WME, (year mod4: 0 mod100: 0 mod400: 300), which
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then matches only Rule 3, for a value of 365. If the input is 1996, we get
(year mod4: 0 mod100: 96 mod400: 396), which matches only Rule 4, for
a value of 366.

7.6

CONFLICT RESOLUTION
Depending on whether we are doing data-directed reasoning or goaldirected reasoning, we may want to ﬁre different numbers of rules in
the case that more than one rule is applicable. In a data-directed context,
we may want to ﬁre all rules that are applicable, to get all consequences
of a sentence added to working memory; in a goal-directed context, we
may prefer to pursue only a single method at a time, and thus wish to
ﬁre only one rule.
In cases where we do want to eliminate some applicable rules, there
are many conﬂict resolution strategies for arriving at the most appropriate rule(s) to ﬁre. The most obvious one is to choose an applicable
rule at random. Here are some other common approaches:
■

order: Pick the ﬁrst applicable rule in order of presentation. This is
the type of strategy that PROLOG uses and is one of the most common
ones. Production system programmers would take this strategy into
account when formulating rule sets.

■

speciﬁcity: Select the applicable rule whose conditions are most
speciﬁc. One set of conditions is said to be more speciﬁc than
another if the set of WMs that satisfy it is a subset of those that
satisfy the other. For example, consider the three rules
IF (bird) THEN ADD (canFly)
IF (bird weight: {>100}) THEN ADD (cannotFly)
IF (bird) (penguin) THEN ADD (cannotFly)
Here the second and third rules are both more speciﬁc than the
ﬁrst. If we have a bird that is heavy or that is a penguin, then
the ﬁrst rule applies, but the others should take precedence. (Note
that if the bird is a penguin and heavy, another conﬂict resolution
criterion might still have to come into play to help decide between
the second and third rules.)

■

recency: Select an applicable rule based on how recently it has been
used. There are different versions of this strategy, ranging from
ﬁring the rule that matches on the most recently created (or modiﬁed) WME to ﬁring the rule that has been least recently used.
The former could be used to make sure a problem solver stays
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focused on what it was just doing (typical of depth-ﬁrst search); the
latter would ensure that every rule gets a fair chance to inﬂuence
the outcome (typical of breadth-ﬁrst search).
■

refractoriness: Do not select a rule that has just been applied with
the same values of its variables. This prevents the looping behavior that results from ﬁring a rule repeatedly because of the same
WME. A variant forbids reusing a given rule–WME pair. Either the
refractoriness can disappear automatically after a few cycles, or an
explicit “refresh” mechanism can be used.

As implied in our penguin example, nontrivial rule systems often need to
use more than one conﬂict resolution criterion. For example, the OPS5
production rule system uses the following criteria for selecting the rule
to ﬁre among those that are found to be applicable:
1. discard any rule that has just been used for the same values of
variables;
2. order the remaining instances in terms of recency of WME matching
the ﬁrst condition, and then the second condition, and so on;
3. order the remaining rules by number of conditions;
4. if there is still a conﬂict, select arbitrarily among the remaining
candidates.
One interesting approach to conﬂict resolution is provided by the SOAR
system. This system is a general problem solver that attempts to ﬁnd
a path from a start state to a goal state by applying productions. It treats
selecting which rule to ﬁre as deciding what the system should do next.
Thus, if unable to decide on which rule to ﬁre at some point, SOAR sets
up a new metagoal to solve, namely, the goal of selecting which rule to
use, and the process iterates. When this metagoal is solved (which could
in principle involve metametagoals, etc.), the system has made a decision
about which base goal to pursue, and therefore the conﬂict is resolved.

7.7

MAKING PRODUCTION SYSTEMS MORE EFFICIENT
Early production systems, implemented in a straightforward way,
ended up spending inordinate amounts of time (as much as 90%) in
rule matching. Surprisingly, this remained true even when the matching
was implemented using sophisticated indexing and hashing.
However, two key observations led to an implementation breakthrough: ﬁrst, that the WM was modiﬁed only very slightly on each
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rule-ﬁring cycle, and second, that many rules shared conditions. The
idea behind what came to be called the RETE algorithm was to create a
network from the rule antecedents. Because the rules in a production
system do not change during its operation, this network could be computed in advance. During operation of the production system, “tokens”
representing new or changed WMEs are passed incrementally through
the network of tests. Tokens that make it all the way through the network
on any given cycle are considered to satisfy all of the conditions of a rule.
At each cycle, a new conﬂict set can then be calculated from the previous
one and any incremental changes made to WM. This way, only a very
small part of WM is rematched against any rule conditions, drastically
reducing the time needed to calculate the conﬂict set.
A simple example will serve to illustrate. Consider a rule like the
following (call it RULE23):
IF (person name: x age: {< 14} father: y)
(person name: y occupation: doctor)
THEN . . .
This rule would cause the RETE network of Figure 7.1 to be created. The
network has two types of nodes: alpha nodes, which represent simple,
self-contained tests, and beta nodes, which take into account the fact
that variables create constraints between different parts of an antecedent.
Tokens for all new WMEs whose type was person would enter the network

: type  person

: age  14

...

: occupation  doctor

: father 苲 name

...

...

RULE23
■

FIGURE 7.1

A Sample

RETE

Network
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at the topmost (alpha) node. If the age of the person was not known to
be less than 14, or the person was not known to be a doctor, then the
token would sit at the topmost node until one of the relevant attributes
was modiﬁed by a rule. A person WME whose age was known to be less
than 14 would pass down to the age alpha node; one whose occupation was
doctor would pass to the other alpha node in the ﬁgure. In the case where
a pair of WMEs residing at those alpha nodes also shared a common
value between their respective father and name attributes, a token would
pass through the lower beta node expressing the constraint, indicating
that this rule was now applicable. For tokens left sitting in the network
at the end of a cycle, any modiﬁcations to the corresponding WMEs would
cause a reassessment, to see if they could pass further down the network,
or combine with other WMEs at a beta node. Thus the work at each step
is quite small and incremental.

7.8

APPLICATIONS AND ADVANTAGES
Production systems are a general computational framework, but one
based originally on the observation that human experts appear to reason from “rules of thumb” in carrying out tasks. Systems based on the
production system architecture were the ﬁrst to attempt to model explicitly not only the knowledge that people have but also the reasoning method
people use when performing mental tasks. Here, for example, is a production rule that suggests one step in the procedure a person might use in
carrying out a subtraction:
IF (goal is: getUnitDigit)
(minuend unit: d)
(subtrahend unit: {> d})
THEN REMOVE 1
ADD (goal is: borrowFromTens)
What was especially interesting to researchers in this area of psychology was the possibility of modeling the errors or misconceptions people
might have in symbolic procedures of this sort.
Subsequently, what was originally a descriptive framework for psychological modeling was taken up in a more prescriptive fashion in what
became known as expert systems. Expert systems, now a core technology in the ﬁeld, use rules as a representation of knowledge for problems
that ordinarily take human expertise to solve. But because human experts
appear to reason from symptoms to causes in a heuristic fashion, production rules seem to be able to handle signiﬁcant problems of great
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consequence, ranging from medical diagnosis to checking for creditworthiness to conﬁguration of complex products. We will look brieﬂy at
some of these rule-based systems in the next section.
There are many advantages claimed for production systems when
applied to practical complex problems. Among the key advantages, the
following are usually cited:
■

modularity: In a production rule framework, each rule works independently of the others. This allows new rules to be added or old
rules to be removed incrementally in a relatively easy fashion. This
is especially useful for knowledge acquisition and for debugging.

■

ﬁne-grained control: Production systems have a very simple control
structure. There are no complex goal or control stacks hidden in the
implementation, among other things.

■

transparency: Because rules are usually derived from expert knowledge or observation of expert behavior, they tend to use terminology
that humans can resonate with. In contrast to formalisms like
neural networks, the reasoning behavior of the system can be traced
and explained in natural language, as discussed in Chapter 1.

In reality—especially when the systems get large and are used to solve
complex problems—these advantages tend to wither. With hundreds or
even thousands of rules, it is deceptive to think that rules can be added
or removed with impunity. Often, more complex control structures than
one might suppose are embedded in the elements of WM (remember
attributes like phase and counter from earlier) and in very complex rule
antecedents. But production rules have been used successfully on a very
wide variety of practical problems, and are an essential element of every
AI researcher’s toolkit.

7.9

SOME SIGNIFICANT PRODUCTION RULE SYSTEMS
Given the many years that they have been used and the many problems to
which they have been applied, there are many variants on the production
system theme. While it is impossible to survey here even the most important developments in the area, one or two signiﬁcant contributions are
worth mentioning. Among other systems, work on MYCIN and XCON has
inﬂuenced virtually all subsequent work in the area.
MYCIN was developed at Stanford University in the 1970s to aid physicians in the diagnosis of bacterial infections. After working with infectious
disease specialists, the MYCIN team built a system with approximately
500 production rules for recognizing roughly 100 causes of infection.
Although the system operated in the typical forward-chaining manner of
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production systems (using the recognize–resolve–act cycle we studied earlier), it performed its reasoning in a goal-directed fashion. Rules looked
for symptoms in WM and used those symptoms to build evidence for
certain hypotheses.
Here is a simpliﬁed version of a typical MYCIN rule:
IF
the type of x is primary bacteremia
the suspected entry point of x is the gastrointestinal tract
the site of the culture of x is one of the sterile sites
THEN
there is evidence (0.8) that x is bacteroides
MYCIN also introduced the use of other static data structures (not
in WM) to augment the reasoning mechanism; these included things
like lists of organisms and clinical parameters. But perhaps the most
signiﬁcant development was the introduction of a level of certainty in
the accumulation of evidence and conﬁdence in hypotheses. Because
in medical diagnosis not all conclusions are obvious, and many diseases can produce the same symptoms, MYCIN worked by accumulating
evidence and trying to ascertain what was the most likely hypothesis,
given that evidence. The technical means for doing this was what were
called certainty factors, which were numbers from −1 to 1 attached to
the conclusions of rules; these allowed the rank ordering of alternative
hypotheses. Because rules could introduce these numeric measures into
working memory and newly considered evidence could change the conﬁdence in various outcomes, MYCIN had to specify a set of combination
rules for certainty factors. For example, the conjunction of two conclusions might take the minimum of the two certainty factors involved, and
their disjunction might imply the maximum of the two.3
In a very different line of thinking, researchers at Carnegie-Mellon
University produced an important rule-based system called XCON (originally called R1). The system was in use for many years at what was
the Digital Equipment Corporation for conﬁguring computers, starting
with its VAX line of products. The most recent versions of the system
had over 10,000 rules, covering hundreds of types of components. This
system was the main stimulus for widespread commercial interest in
rule-based expert systems. Substantial commercial development, including the formation of several new companies, has subsequently gone into
the business of conﬁguring complex systems, using the kind of technology
pioneered by XCON.

3 We address uncertainty and its relationship to other numerical means of combining

evidence in Chapter 12.
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Here is a simpliﬁed version of a typical XCON rule:
IF
the context is doing layout and assigning a power supply
an sbi module of any type has been put in a cabinet
there is space available for the power supply
there is no available power supply
the voltage and frequency of the components are known
THEN
add an appropriate power supply
XCON was the ﬁrst rule-based system to segment a complex task into
sections, or “contexts,” to allow subsets of the very large rule base to
work completely independently of one another. It broke the conﬁguration task down into a number of major phases, each of which could
proceed sequentially. Each rule would typically include a condition
like (control phase: 6) to ensure that it was applicable to just one phase
of the task. Then special context-switching rules, like the kind we saw
at the end of Section 7.3, would be used to move from one phase of
the computation to another. This type of framework allowed for more
explicit emulation of standard control structures, although again, one
should note that this type of architecture is not ideal for complex control
scenarios.
While grouping rules into contexts is a useful way of managing the
complexity of large knowledge bases, we now turn our attention to an
even more powerful organizational principle, object orientation.
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et al. [209]).
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EXERCISES
1. Consider the following strategy for playing tic-tac-toe:
Put your mark in an available square that ranks the highest in the
following list of descriptions:
(i) a square that gives you three in a row;
(ii) a square that would give your opponent three in a row;
(iii) a square that is a double row for you;
(iv)
(v)
(vi)
(vii)

a square that would be a double row for your opponent;
a center square;
a corner square;
any square.

A double row square for a player is an available square that gives the
player two in a row on two distinct lines (where the third square of
each line is still available, obviously).
(a) Encode this strategy as a set of production rules, and state what
conﬂict resolution is assumed.
Assumptions: To simplify matters, you may assume that there are
elements in WM of the form (line sq1: i sq2: j sq3: k), for any three
squares i, j, k, that form a straight line in any order. You may
also assume that for each occupied square there is an element in
WM of the form (occupied square: i player: p) where p is either X
or O. Finally, assume an element of the form (want-move player: p),
that should be replaced once a move has been determined by
something of the form (move player: p square: i).
(b) It is impossible to guarantee a win at tic-tac-toe, but it is possible to guarantee a draw. Describe a situation where your rule
set fails to chose the right move to secure a draw.
(c) Suggest a small addition to your rule set that is sufﬁcient to
guarantee a draw.
2. In the famous Towers of Hanoi problem, you are given three pegs, A,
B, and C, and n disks of different sizes with holes in them. Initially
all the disks are located on peg A arranged in order, with the smallest
one at the top. The problem is to get them all to peg C, but where only
the top disk on a peg can be moved, a disk can only be moved from one
peg to another, and at no time can a disk be placed on top of a smaller
disk.
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While this problem has an elegant recursive solution, it also has a less
well known iterative solution, as follows: First, we arrange the pegs in
a circle, so that clockwise we have A, B, C, and then A again. Following this, assuming we never move the same disk twice in a row, there
will always only be one disk that can be legally moved, and we transfer it to the ﬁrst peg it can occupy, moving in a clockwise direction, if
n is even, and counterclockwise, if n is odd.
Write a collection of production rules that implement this procedure.
Initially, the working memory will have elements (on peg: A disk: i), for
each disk i, and an element (solve). When your rules stop ﬁring, your
working memory should contain (done) and (on peg: C disk: i), for each
disk i.
3. This question concerns computing subtraction using a production
system. Assume that WM initially contains information to deal with
individual digits in the following form:
(digitMinus top: n bot: m ans: k borrow: b), where n and m are any
digits, and if n ≥ m, then k is n − m and b is 0, else k is 10 + n − m
and b is 1.
For example, (digitMinus top: 7 bot: 3 ans: 4 borrow: 0) would be in WM,
as would (digitMinus top: 3 bot: 7 ans: 6 borrow: 1). The working memory
also speciﬁes the ﬁrst and second arguments of a subtraction problem
(the subtrahend and minuend):
(topNum pos: i digit: d left: j) and (botNum pos: i digit: d left: j), where
d is a digit, and i and j are indices indicating the current position
of the digit and its neighbor to the left, respectively.
For example, if the subtrahend were 465, the WM would contain
(topNum pos: 0 digit: 5 left: 1)
(topNum pos: 1 digit: 6 left: 2)
(topNum pos: 2 digit: 4 left: 3)
Finally, the WM contains the goal (start). Your job is to write a collection of production rules that removes (start) and eventually stops with
additional elements in WM of the form (ansNum pos: i digit: d left: j),
indicating digit by digit what the answer to the subtraction is. Be sure
to specify which conﬂict resolution strategy you are using; you may
use any strategy described in the text. You may not use any arithmetic
operators in your rules.

